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 4Let P be a rooted tree with root r and vertex set 1, 2, . . . , n . Consider P to be
w xa poset by saying u F ¨ if u is on the path from r to ¨. Let Z P be the span of all
matrices z such that u - ¨ , where z is the n = n matrix with a 1 in the u, ¨u¨ P u¨
w x  .entry and 0's elsewhere. Note that Z P is a nilpotent Lie subalgebra of s l C . I.n
 .Hozo Electron. J. Combin., to appear studied the Laplacian of the Koszul complex
w xfor computing the Lie algebra homology of Z P . He showed that the tree
structure of P forces significant simplifications in the Laplacian. He went on to
conjecture that the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are indexed by certain labellings
of P by partitions. He gave a simple method for determining the eigenvalue
indexed by a labelling. In this paper we prove Hozo's conjecture. As a conse-
quence, we deduce that all eigenvalues of the Laplacian are integers. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. HOZO'S CONJECTURE
 4 w x Let P be a poset with vertex set n s 1, 2, . . . , n . Define Z P s z :i j
:i - j , where z is the n = n matrix with a 1 in the i, j entry and 0'sP i j
w xelsewhere. By the transitivity of - , Z P is a nilpotent subalgebra ofP
 . w xgl C . In this paper we will consider Z P to be a nilpotent Lie algebran
w xwith bracket u, ¨ s u¨ y ¨u.
Given an arbitrary Lie algebra Y, define the Koszul complex
­r 6
??? ª C Y C Y ª ??? .  .r ry1
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 . r .by C Y s L Y with connecting maps ­ given byr r
­ y n ??? n y .r 1 r
iq jq1w xs y1 y , y n y n ??? n y n ??? n y n ??? n y . 1.1 .  .Ã Ã i j 1 i j r
i-j
It is straightforward to check that ­ (­ s 0. The r th homology of Y isr rq1
given by
H Y s ker ­ rim ­ . .r r rq1
There has been much work on Lie algebra homology. The original refer-
w xence is Koszul Kosz although the paper most pertinent to this paper is by
w xKostant K . For a survey including a number of open problems in Lie
w xalgebra homology of a combinatorial nature see H1 .
One way to compute the homology of any complex is using the Lapla-
 4 r rcian. Let b , . . . , b be a basis for Y. We obtain a basis B for L Y by1 d
taking all b n ??? n b with i - ??? - i . Let D be the matrix for ­i i 1 r r r1 r
with respect to the bases B r and B ry1. Define the Laplacian L : Lr Y ªr
Lr Y to be the map whose matrix with respect to B r is
L s Dt D q D Dt .r r r rq1 rq1
w xThe following theorem appears in K .
 .  .THEOREM 1.1. The dimensions of ker L and H Y are equal.r r
If one computes the eigenvalues and their multiplicities for L , then oner
 .can read off H Y using Theorem 1.1. This approach was used with greatr
w xsuccess by Kostant in K for the Lie algebras associated with a certain
w xclass of posets. These posets P a , . . . , a consist of m antichains1 m
A , . . . , A of sizes a , . . . , a with x - y whenever x g A , y g A with1 m 1 m i j
w xi - j. Kostant showed that in this P a , . . . , a case, all eigenvalues of L1 m r
are integers and he gave a formula for computing these integers. On the
other hand Steve Fischer showed by direct computation that there are
 .posets for which the eigenvalues of L are not rational integers. Indeed,r
his computations for posets of small size suggest that it will be rare for the
w xLaplacian of the Koszul complex of Z P to have rational integer eigenval-
ues.
w xIn this paper we prove a conjecture due to Iztok Hozo Ho which
identifies a second class of posets for which the Laplacians of the associ-
ated Lie algebras have integer eigenvalues. These are the posets T with
Hasse diagram a rooted tree. In one sense these posets are at the opposite
w xend of the spectrum from the posets P a , . . . , a that appear in Kostant's1 m
w xwork. Given rank sizes a , . . . , a the posets P a , . . . , a maximize the1 m 1 m
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number of relations in a poset with those rank sizes whereas the rooted
trees T tend to minimize the number of relations.
In Section 2 we make a number of definitions and then state the main
 .result of the paper Theorem 2.1 from which Hozo's conjecture will be
deduced. In Sections 3 and 4 we prove special cases of Theorem 2.1, which
are combined to give the final proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is finished
in Section 5. In Section 6 we state and prove Hozo's conjecture.
We will assume familiarity of the representation theory of the symmetric
groups including the indexing of irreducibles by partitions, tensor products
of representations over subgroups, skew representations and Littlewood]
Richardson coefficients. For more background, readers can consult James
w x w x w x w xJ , James and Kerber JK , Macdonald M , or Sagan S .
2. X]Y TREES
Let T be a rooted tree with root r. We view T as a poset with order
relation F defined byT
u F ¨ iff u is on the unique path from r to ¨ .T
 .Clearly r is the unique minimal element of T , F . For each u g TT
 .  .define F u to be the order filter in T generated by u. Let F u denoteG )
 .  4F u _ u . For u, ¨ g T let u ; ¨ denote that u and ¨ are incomparableG
 .in T. Let A T denote the set of vertices in T which have degree 2. The
 .  .  .vertices in A T are called acti¨ e vertices. Let N T denote T _ A T .
DEFINITION 2.1. An X]Y tree is a rooted tree along with a partition of
 . < < < <A T into distinct sets X, Y with X s Y such that for all x g X we have
F x l Y G F x l X . ) .  .  .G G
 .Let T , X, Y be an X]Y tree. The vertices in X will be called
X-¨ertices and the vertices in Y will be called Y-¨ertices. All other vertices
are called neutral ¨ertices. In Fig. 2.1 we see an example of an X]Y tree
 4where the vertices in X are denoted x , . . . , x and the vertices in Y are1 7
 4denoted y , . . . , y .1 7
 .DEFINITION 2.2. Let T , X, Y be an X]Y tree. A homogeneous path in
 4  4T is a path ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ such that ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ : X or ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ : Y.0 1 l 0 1 l 0 1 l
Two points in T are fused if they are endpoints of a homogeneous path.
It is straightforward to see that fusion is an equivalence relation. The
equivalence classes in X are called left fusion classes and are denoted
L , . . . , L . The equivalence classes in Y are called right fusion classes and1 s
< < < <are denoted R , . . . , R . We also let l and r denote L and R ,1 t i j i j
respectively.
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FIG. 2.1. An X]Y tree.
In Fig. 2.1 the left and right fusion classes are
 4  4L s x , x R s y , y1 1 2 1 1 2
 4  4L s x R s y2 3 2 3
 4  4L s x , x R s y , y , y3 4 5 3 4 5 6
 4  4L s x , x R s y .4 6 7 4 7
 .DEFINITION 2.3. Let T , X, Y be an X]Y tree. The matching set
 .M s M T , X, Y is the set of 1]1 functions s : X ª Y which satisfy
 .s x ) x for all x g X.
 .Condition ) from Definition 2.1 insures that M is non-empty. We will
study an operator on the vector space spanned by M. We will denote that
vector space by C M.
DEFINITION 2.4. Define L: C M ª C M to be the linear map defined by
L s s s x , s x ? s , .  .  . . 1 2
x -x1 2
 .  .s x ;s x1 2
  .  ..  .where s x , s x denotes the transposition in Sym Y which switches1 2
 .  .s x and s x .1 2
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FIGURE 2.2.
 .As an example, let T , X, Y be given by Fig. 2.2. There are six
matchings in M , which we denote by the permutations of 3 writing a a a1 2 3
 .to denote the matching s with s x s y . The action of L, with respecti ai
to the ordered basis 123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321, is given by the matrix
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
L s .
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
In this case, L is the linear transformation given by right multiplication on
 .  .CS by the Murphy element 1, 2 q 1, 3 . Hence L commutes with left3
 4.multiplication by S and with right multiplication by Sym 2, 3 . The3
 4.eigenvalues of L on the S = Sym 2, 3 irreducibles are given below:3
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Our main result will significantly generalize this situation by determin-
ing the information given in the chart above for any X]Y tree.
 .DEFINITION 2.5. Let T s T , X, Y be an X]Y tree with left and right
 .fusion class L , . . . , L and R , . . . , R . For each i, let L denote Sym L1 s 1 t i i
 .and let R denote Sym R . Let G s L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R .i i 1 s 1 t
 .Let t and t be in A T . Note that t and t are comparable in T iff t1 2 1 2 1
is comparable to every element in the fusion class of t . It follows that G2
acts on the set M and that this action commutes with L. In our previous
 4.example the group G was S = Sym y , y . Our main theorem will3 2 3
determine the eigenvalues of L along with the G-module structure of the
corresponding eigenspace. In fact, this theorem will give an indexing of the
eigenspaces by certain labellings of T which we describe next.
Let a and a denote the minimal elements in L and R , respectively.i j i j
For each i, the maximal element in L has degree 2. Hence it has a uniquei
cover which we denote by b . Similarly, we let b denote the unique coveri j
of the maximal element of R . Note that b and b are elements ofj i j
 .  4  4  .N T j a , . . . , a j a , . . . , a . We denote this latter set by P T and1 s 1 t
call it the partition set of T.
DEFINITION 2.6. A fusion labelling of T is a function f which assigns a
 .  .  .partition to each element of P T so that for each x g P T , f x is a
partition of
F x l Y y F x l X . .  .G G
 .  .Given a fusion labelling of T we define two quantities e f and m f
which we call the eigen¨alue of f and the inherent multiplicity of f , respec-
 .  4tively. Let N T s n , . . . , n . For each i, let C denote the set of points1 t i
that cover n in T.i
Let l be a partition, thought of as a Ferrer's diagram. For each x in l,
let c denote the content of x, i.e., c s j y i, where i and j are the rowx x
 .and column containing x. Let w l denote the sum of the contents of the
 .squares in l. Define e f byi
e f s w f n y w f u .  .  . . . i i
ugCi
 .  .  .  .and define e f s e f q e f q ??? qe f .1 2 t
 .  4Fix n g N T and let C s u , . . . , u . If f is a fusion labelling ofi i 1 s
 .T , X, Y then
s
f n s f u . .  .i j
js1
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Define G to be the Littlewood]Richardson coefficienti
G s g f ni. ,i f u . , . . . , f u .1 s
 .and define m f s G G ??? G .1 2 t
We can now state the main result of this paper, which will be proved
over the course of the next three sections.
 .THEOREM 2.1. The multiplicity of the L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R -1 s 1 t
 .irreducible indexed by l , . . . , l , m , . . . , m in the e-eigenspace of L is1 s 1 t
s t
f b . f a .i jm f g g . .  f a . , l f  b . , m 5i i j j 5
is1 js1f
 .e f se
3. A SPECIAL CASE
In this section we consider the operator L in the case where X is a
linearly ordered order ideal in T. This means that every pair of elements in
X are comparable and that every element of X is less than every element
of Y. Such a case is pictured in Fig. 2.2.
 4  4Let X s x , . . . , x and Y s y , . . . , y . We will assume that1 n 1 n
 .1 x - x - ??? - x1 2 n
 .2 x - y for all i, j g n.i j
< <In this case M s n! and we will identify M with S by denoting s withn
 .a a ??? a iff s x s y . The operator L in terms of this identification is1 2 n i ai
right multiplication by
i , j s V . . Y
y ;yi j
There is a single left fusion class L s X so L s S . There are a number1 1 n
of right fusion classes R , . . . , R with associated groups R , . . . , R .1 t 1 t
We begin with some notation that will be used throughout the paper.
Let H be a finite group, let h be an element of H, and let G be a
subgroup of the centralizer of h. Consider h as an endomorphism of C H
via the right-regular representation. This endomorphism commutes with
right multiplication by G and with left multiplication by H. So every
 .  .eigenspace of h is an H = G -module. For e g C, let E e, h denote the
e-eigenspace of h, and for an irreducible U m V of H = G, let m e, h,
.  .U m V denote the multiplicity of U m V in E e, h . In practice, we will
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usually have indexing sets for the irreducibles of H and G and the element
 .h will be understood. In that case we abbreviate m e, h, U m V to
 w x.m e, m, n , where U and V are the irreducibles indexed by m and n .
Next, we state two technical lemmas for later reference. The first is
straightforward to prove and the second is a classical result. So we omit
proofs.
Let W be a finite set and let W s V rV r ??? rV be a set partition of1 2 l
 .  .W. Embed each Sym V in Sym W in the natural way. For each i, let ni i
 .be an element of Sym V and let G be a subgroup of the centralizer of ni i i
 .  .in Sym V . Let n s n q n q ??? qn g Sym W . As discussed above,i 1 2 l
right multiplication by n commutes with right multiplication by G =1
G = ??? = G and by left multiplication by W. Lemma 3.1 describes the2 l
  . .Sym W = G = ??? = G -module structure of the eigenspaces of n in1 l
  . .terms of the Sym V = G -module structures of the n acting oni i i
 .  .  .C Sym V . Because of the embedding of Sym V in Sym W , n acts byi i i
 .  .right multiplication on both Sym V and Sym W . To avoid confusion, wei
 .  .will use E e , n to denote the e -eigenspace of n acting on C Sym V ,i i i i i i
 .   . .and m e , n , w m c to denote multiplicity of a Sym V = G -irreduciblei i i i i
 .w m c in E e , ¨ .i i i
< < lIf l is a partition of W we let w denote the irreducible representation
 . < < lof Sym W indexed by l. Also, for m partitions of V , let g be thei i m ,? ? ?,m1 l
Littlewood]Richardson coefficient, i.e., the multiplicity of w l in the
m1 m l  .  .  .induction of w m ??? m w from Sym V = ??? = Sym V to Sym W .1 l
l  .LEMMA 3.1. Let w be an irreducible representation of Sym W and let
c be an irreducible representation of G for each i. Then the multiplicity ofi i
  . . l  .the Sym W = G = ??? = G -irreducible w m c m ??? m c in E e, n is1 l 1 l
gi¨ en by
g l m e , n , w r i m c . .  r , . . . , r i i i i /1 l
i .  .e , . . . , e r , . . . , r1 l 1 l
 e sei i
For Lemma 3.2, let t be the sum of all transpositions in S and let l ben
l .a partition of n. By Schur's lemma, w t is a scalar matrix.
 w x. l .  .LEMMA 3.2 see M . The scalar w t is equal to w l , the sum of the
contents of the squares x in the Ferrer 's diagram of l.
We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the special case
< <considered in this section. The proof is by induction on Y ; the case where
< <Y s 1 is easy.
 4  4Let X s x , . . . , x , Y s y , . . . , y and assume that Theorem 2.1 has1 n 1 n
< <been proved for X]Y trees with Y - n in which X is a linearly ordered
ideal. We continue with the convention that x - x - ??? - x .1 2 n
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Case 1. x is covered by an element of Y. We number the y so that yn i 1
 4is the cover of x and R s y , . . . , y is the fusion class of y withn 1 1 d 1
y - ??? - y . So T looks like1 d
 .Each matching s g M T , X, Y assigns some d-element subset of X
to R . Algebraically this is saying that1
M T , X , Y s CS M T X , X X , Y X , 3.1 .  .  .mn
CSnyd
X  4where T s T _ x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y . Since y - y whenever y g R and1 d 1 d i j i 1
 .y g R j ??? j R the linear transformation L on M T , X, Y in terms ofj 2 t
 . Xthe decomposition 3.1 is given by right multiplication by V . In otherY
words, it is given by the action of the Laplacian LX associated to T X on the
 X X X .factor M T , X , Y .
 X X X . XApply our induction hypothesis to the tree T , X , Y . Let l be a
partition of n y d and let m be a partition of r for i s 2, 3, . . . , t.i i
 .Theorem 2.1 states that the multiplicity of the S = R = ??? = R -nyd 2 t
 X .module indexed by l , m , . . . , m is equal to2 t
t
X XX f a . f b .i 1X X Xm f g g , 3.2 .  .  f  b . , m f a . , li i 1 5
X is2f
X .e f se
X  X X X.where the sum is over all fusion labellings f of T , X , Y .
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 .  .An important observation about 3.2 is that f a is the empty partition1
 . f Xb1.X Xbecause X is a linear ordered order ideal . So g is 0 unlessf a ., l1X . Xf b s l and is 1 in that case.1
We are in a position to apply Lemma 3.1 with l s 2, W s n, V s d,1
 4 XV s d q 1, . . . , n , ¨ s id, ¨ s V , G s S s R , and G s2 1 2 T 1 d 1 2
R = ??? = R . Let l be a partition of n and let m be a partition of r for2 t i i
 .i s 1, 2, . . . , t. Lemma 3.1 combined with 3.2 gives that the multiplicity of
 .  .the S = R = ??? = R -irreducible indexed by l, m , . . . , m in the e-ei-n 1 t 1 t
genspace of V is given byT
t
XXl f a .iX X Xg m f g . 3.3 .  . f b . , l f  b . , m1 1 i i 5 /X is2f
X .e f se
 .  X.  .  X.  4Note that N T s N T and that A T _ A T s a .1
X  X X X.The labelling f of T , X , Y along with l determines a unique fusion
 .  . X .labelling f of T , X, Y , namely the labelling with f x s f x for x g
 X.  X.  .  . XN T j A T and f a s l. The summand in 3.3 indexed by f can be1
rewritten in terms of f as
t
f a . f b .i 1m f g g . .  f  b . , m f a . , li i 1 5
is1
 .  X.Observing that e f s e f s e we have completed the induction step in
this case.
 .Case 2. x is covered by an element of N T . Let c denote the covern
of x . Recall that c does not have degree 2 so c must have degree 3 orn
Ã Ã  .more. Let T , . . . , T be the connected components of F c and let T be1 l ) i
Ãthe X]Y tree obtained by attaching to T a linearly ordered order ideal ofi
Ã< <size T l Y [ n .1 i
Let M be the matching set of T and let L : C M ª C M be thei i i i i
associated Laplacian. Let t be the map from C M to C M which sends ai i i
matching s to the sum of all matchings obtained by switching a pair of
elements of T l Y s Y . Also let t be the map from C M to C M whichi i
sends a matching s to the sum of the matchings obtained from s by
switching a pair of elements of Y. Note that
C M s CS m C M m ??? m C M 3.4 .  .n C S = ??? =C S 1 ln n1 l
 .and with respect to the factorization 3.4 the Laplacian L satisfies
l
L y t s L y t . 3.5 .  . i i
is1
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Let R i., . . . , R i. denote the right fusion classes contained in T , let1 t ii i. <  i. <  i.   i..r s R , and let R s Sym R . By our induction hypothesis we havej j j j
that the multiplicity of the irreducible representation of S = R  i. = ??? =n 1i i.   i.  i..   ..R indexed by l m , . . . , m in the e y w l -eigenspace of L y tt i 1 t i i i ii i
is
ti
 i.f a .i dm f g . 3.6 .  . i.  i. i f b , m . 5i d dds1fi
 .e f sei i
 .We now apply Lemma 3.2. Combining Lemma 3.2 with 3.6 we have that
 .the multiplicity of the S = R = ??? = R -irreducible indexed byn 1 t
 .l, m , . . . , m in the e-eigenspace of L is given by1 t
ti
 i.f a .l i d
1.  l .g m f g , 3.7 .  . i.  i.  f a . , . . . , f a . i f b , m1 1 l 1  . 5i d di ds1f , . . . , f1 l
where the sum is over all sequences of fusion labellings f for thei
 .T , X , Y which satisfyi i i
e f y w f a  i. s e y w l . 3.8 .  .  . . . i i 1
i
Given such a sequence f , . . . , f and the partition l define the fusion1 l
 . <  .labelling f of T , X, Y by saying that f s f and f c s l. Note thatT ii
 .  .  .3.8 is equivalent to saying that e f s e. Also, 3.7 is the multiplicity of
 .the irreducible indexed by l, m , . . . , m that is predicted by Theorem 2.1.1 t
This completes the induction step in this case.
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the special case considered in this
section we note that x cannot be covered by an element x in X becausen
if it were, x would be in the fusion class L and so x would not be1 n
maximal. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the case in which X
is a linearly ordered order ideal.
4. X]Y STRINGS
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.1 in a special case that will be
important to our general argument.
 .DEFINITION 4.1. Assume that we have in T , X, Y the following config-
 4  4uration: fusion classes L s a , . . . , a and R s b , . . . , b which ares 1 a t 1 b
ordered as
a - a - ??? - a - b - ??? - b1 2 a 1 b
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and which form an order filter in X j Y, i.e.,
 .1 If x is an X-node with a - x then x s a for some j ) i.i j
 .2 If y is a Y-node with a - y then y s y for some j.i j
 .Such a pair L , R will be called a terminal X]Y string.s t
 .Let L , R be a terminal X]Y string. The tree T looks likes t
Note that a F b.
Let T X be the labelled tree obtained from T by replacing the fusion
classes L j R by a single fusion class RX consisting of b y a linearlys t t
 X X 4 X Xordered elements b , . . . , b . Let X s L j ??? j L and let Y s1 bya 1 sy1
R j ??? j R j RX .1 ty1 t
 .  .Let s be an element of M T , X, Y . Note that s L is a subset of Rs t
so the restriction of s to L j ??? j L corresponds to an element s X1 sy1
 X X X. X  X X X.of M T , X , Y . In the other direction, each s in M T , X , Y is
 .  .obtained from b !r b y a ! matchings s g M T , X, Y via the above
correspondence. To put this algebraically
M T , X , Y ( M T X , X X , Y X m CS . 4.1 .  .  .S bbya
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There is more to say here. Because R is linearly ordered, L nevert
 .switches elements in R . Hence with respect to the factorization 4.1 , Lt
 . Xacts on M T , X, Y like the Laplacian L acting on the first factor
 X X X.M T , X , Y . More precisely,
L u m ¨ s LX u m ¨ 4.2 .  .  .
 X X X.for u g M T , X , Y and ¨ g CS .b
 X X X.By our induction hypothesis applied to M T , X , Y we have that the
 X .multiplicity of the irreducible L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R = R -1 sy1 1 ty1 t
 X . Xmodule indexed by l , . . . , l , m , . . . , m , l in the e-eigenspace of L1 sy1 1 ty1 t
 X X X.acting on M T , X , Y is
sy1 t
X XX f b . f a .i jX Xm f g g . 4.3 .  .  f a . , l f  b . , mi i j j 5  5X is1 js1f
X .e f se
If we now consider T , we have a new left fusion class L where L ( Ss s a
and RX of size b y a is replaced by R of size b. The group RX s S ist t t bya
replaced by R s S .t b
 .  .  .If we combine 4.1 , 4.2 , and 4.3 it follows that the multiplicity of the
 . L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R -irreducible indexed by l , . . . , l ,1 s 1 t 1 s
.m , . . . , m in the e-eigenspace of L is equal to1 t
sy1 t
X XX f b . f a .i jX Xm f g g ? M , 4.4 .  .  f a . , l f  b . , mi i j j 5  5X is1 js1f
X .e f se
 .  .where M is the multiplicity of the S = S -irreducible indexed by l , ma b s t
in
V m t
X
m CS .S bbya
Here S is acting from the left and S is acting from the right. Bya b
w x m tXProposition 4.9 in H2 it follows that M is equal to g .m , lt sX  X X X. XLet f be a fusion labelling of T , X , Y which labels a by m . We lett t
 . Xf be the fusion labelling of T , X, Y which labels a by m and a by m .t t s t
X .  . f Xa t . f a t .X XNote that f b s f b s B. Hence g s g s 1. Also,t t f  b ., m f  b ., mt t t tf bs. m t  .  X.  .  X.Xg s g s M and clearly e f s e f and m f s m f .f a ., l m , ls s t s
Combining all this information, we see that the multiplicity of the
 .irreducible indexed by l , . . . , l , m , . . . , m in the e-eigenspace of L1 s 1 t
 .acting on M T , X, Y is
s t
f b . f a .i jm f g g , .  f a . , l f  b . , m 5i i j j 5
is1 js1f
 .e f se
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which proves Theorem 2.1 in the case in which there is a terminal X]Y
string with non-trivial X-component.
This need not happen, however. Consider the tree below:
So we need one further generalization.
5. THE GENERAL CASE
Let L be a left fusion class which is an order filter in X withs
x - x - ??? - x the elements of L . Let Z denote the order filter1 2 a s
generated by x . The trees T and Z look like1
Index the right fusion classes so that R , . . . , R are contained in Z.zq1 t
< < < < < <Let b s Y l Z s R q ??? q R .zq1 t
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 .  .Write L s L q L , where L s is the sum of all summands in L s0 1 0
 .with at least one y , y from T _ Z. Thus L s is the sum of terms wherei j 1
both y and y are from Z. Suppose y , y , y are in Y with y , y g Z andi j i j k i j
 . y1 .y g T _ Z. Let s g M T , X, Y and let x denote s y for l s i, j, k.k l l
 .Suppose there is a term in L L s which occurs when one first0 1
 .switches y and y and then switches y with y . The term in L L s soi j i k 0 1
 4obtained is a matching t which agrees with s outside of x , x , x andi j k
 .  .  .satisfies t x s y , t x s y and t x s y . So we have that y and yi j j k k i i j
are incomparable and that y is incomparable with y . Because Z is ani k
order filter in T and y f Z, this implies that y is also incomparable withk k
y . Also, we must have that x , x , and x are all less than or equal to y . Itj i j k i
follows that x , x , x are linearly ordered with x and x less than ori j k j k
equal to y and with all x , x , x less than or equal to y and less than ork i j k i
equal to y .j
 .By the inequalities derived above, t also appears as a term in L L s ,1 0
the term obtained by first switching y and y and then switching y andi k i
y . This proves that L and L commute.j 0 1
Let T X be the tree obtained from T by removing Z and replacing it with
a path of length b y a q 1 consisting of elements
w - w - ??? - w - u.1 2 bya
X  4 X   ..Let X s X _ x , . . . , x and Y s Y _ Z l Y j W, where W de-1 a
 4  X X X. X Xnotes w , . . . , w . The fusion classes of T , X , Y are L , . . . , L1 bya 1 sy1
 . X X X X Xleft fusion classes and R , . . . , R , R , where L s L for all i, R s R1 z zq1 i i j j
for 1 F j F z, and RX s W.zq1
 .Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ be the elements of V s Y l Z. If s g M T , X, Y then1 b
y1 .s Y l Z is some subset of X which is entirely contained in the order
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y1 .ideal generated by x . In particular, if x g s Y l Z the x can bea
< <legally matched with any ¨ g Y l Z. Thus there are b ! matchings t ini
 . y1 . y1 . < <M T , X, Y with t Y l Z s s Y l Z . These b ! matchings differ
from each other by permutations of the ¨ .i
 . XIn addition, each t g M T , X, Y determines a matching t g
 X X X.  .  4M T , X , Y in the following way. Let V _ t L s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , wheres i i1 bya
X .  . X .i - i - ??? - i . Then define t x s w if t x s ¨ and let t x s1 2 bya j i j
 .t x otherwise. If we act on t by permuting the ¨ 's then this translatesi
into a corresponding change in t X.
This discussion has a simple algebraic interpretation. We have shown
that
M T , X , Y ( M T X , X X , Y X m CS . 5.1 .  .  .S bbya
 .Note that S is the group R s Sym W .bya zq1
Our next step is to interpret the action of L relative to the factorization
Ã Ã .in 5.1 . It is clear that L acts on CS as the Laplacian L for the tree Z1 b
 .which is obtained from Z by adding b y a X-vertices to L . There is ans
important observation about L . If y is in Z and is matched by t with0 i
w g L and if y g T _ Z is matched by t to x and is incomparable to yi s k k i
then w is incomparable to y . So there is no summand in L correspond-i k 0
 .ing to an exchange of y and y . Hence the summands in L t corre-i k 0
X X. Xspond exactly to the summands in L t , where L is the Laplacian for
 X X X.T , X , Y .
 .This shows that L with respect to the factorization 5.1 is given by
X X X X ÃL t m p s L t m p q t m L p . 5.2 .  .  .  .
It follows that the e-eigenspace of L is the direct sum over e of the e0 0
X Ã .eigenspace of L tensor the e y e -eigenspace of L. But it remains to0
determine the structure of these eigenspaces as modules for L = ??? =1
L = R = ??? = R .s 1 t
By our induction hypothesis, the multiplicity of the irreducible
 .L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R = S -representation indexed by1 sy1 1 z bya
 . Xl , . . . , l , m , . . . , m , m in the e -eigenspace of L is equal to1 sy1 1 z 0
sy1 z
X XX f b . f a .i jX Xm f g g . .  f a . , l f  b . , mi i j j 5 5
X is1 js1f
X .e f se0
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If we apply our induction hypothesis again, the multiplicity of the irre-
 .  .ducible S = R = ??? = R -module indexed by l, m , . . . , m in theb zq1 t zq1 t
Ã .e y e -eigenspace of L is equal to0
t Ãf a .jÃm f g . b . , m . Ã  f j j 5
jszq1Ãf
Ã .e f seye0
When you tensor these two irreducibles together over S the multiplic-bya
ity of the irreducible L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R indexed by1 s 1 t
 .l , . . . , l , m , . . . , m is equal to the multiplicity of the left S -irreducible1 s 1 t a
indexed by l in the tensor products
V m m V l.Sbya
By a simple application of Frobenius reciprocity this multiplicity is g l .m, l s
So, the multiplicity of the irreducible L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R in-1 s 1 t
 .dexed by l , . . . , l , m , . . . , m in the e-eigenspace L is1 s 1 t
sy1 z
X XX f b . f a .i jÃ X Xm f m f g g .  .  f a . , l f  b . , mi i j j 5 5
X is1 js1Ãf , f
X Ã .  .e f qe f se
=
t Ãf a . Ãj f b .sXg g . 5.3 . b . , mÃ f f a . , lj j s s 5
jszq1
X ÃGiven f , f , and l we construct a new fusion labelling f of T ass
follows:
 .  . X .  .  .1 f ¨ s f ¨ for ¨ g P T _ P Z
Ã .  .  .  .  42 f ¨ s f ¨ for ¨ g P Z _ as
 .  . X .3 f a s f a .s s
X Ã X Ã .  .  .  .  .  .It is easy to check that e f s e f q e f and that m f s m f m f .
X Ã .So this particular f accounts for the summand in 5.3 indexed by f and f ,
which completes the induction step.
6. HOZO'S CONJECTURE
w xLet P be a poset whose Hasse diagram is a rooted tree. Let Z P be the
 4associated Lie algebra with basis z : i - j . Leti j p
­ ­rq1 r6 6ª C C C ª ???rq1 r ry1
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w xbe the Koszul complex of Z P and let
L s ­ t­ q ­ ­ tr r r rq1 rq1
be the Laplacian as constructed in Section 1. The next result is a computa-
w xtion in Hozo Ho .
 w x.THEOREM 6.1 Hozo Ho . Let z , . . . , z be distinct elements inx y x y1 1 r rw xZ P and let z s z n ??? n z . For each i - j letx y x y1 1 r r
z s z n ??? n z n ??? n z n ??? n z .i j x y x y x y x y1 1 i j j i r r
Then
L z s w z q D z z q x x - y - y q x x - y - y .  .  .  .  . . r i j i j i j
i-j
yx x - x - y y x x - x - y z , .  . .j i j i j i i j
 .  .where w z and D z are defined by
w z s ht y y ht x y 1 .  .  . . i i
i
D z s x x s y .  . i j
i , j
and where x is the function which assigns to a statement ¨alue 1 if the
statement is true and ¨alue 0 if the statement is false.
Many terms in the summation on the right-hand side of Theorem 6.1
cancel. Suppose we have a contribution to the right-hand side of Theorem
 .6.1 from x x - y - y . Since x - y we have that x and x musti j i i j i j
 .be comparable as each must be on the path from r to y . If x - x -j i j
 .y - y then the contribution of x x - y - y cancels the contributioni j j i j
 .of yx x - x - y . If x - x - y - y then the contribution ofi j i i j j i
 .  .x x - y - y cancels the contribution of yx x - x - y . After takingi j i i j i
into account this cancellation, we get the following formula for the
Laplacian which was noted independently by Hozo in private communica-
.tion :
 .COROLLARY 6.1. Let z s z n ??? n z . For each ¨ g P, let d ¨x y x y X1 1 r r
  ..  .resp. d ¨ denote the multiplicity of ¨ in the multiset X resp. Y . ThenY
L z s s z q l z , .  .  .r
where
d ¨ d ¨ .  .Y Xs z s ht ¨ d ¨ y d ¨ q q D z .  .  .  .  . . Y X  /  / /2 2¨gP
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 .and where l z is defined by
l z s z . 6.1 .  . i j
x Fx -y , yi j i j
y ;yi j
Proof. The cancellation discussed in the paragraph above removes
 .from L z all summands z where x , x , y , y are distinct and linearlyr i j i j i j
ordered. It follows that
L z y l z s A y A y A q A z , .  .  .r 1 2 3 4
where
A s i , j : x - x and y s y . 41 i j i j
A s i , j : x s x and y - y . 42 i j i j
A s i , j : x s x and y ; y . 43 i j i j
A s w z q D z . .  .4
To explain, A comes from the summands1
y x x - x - y q x x - x - y , .  . .j i i i j i
yA comes from the summands2
x x - y - y q x x - y - y , .  . .i j i j i j
and yA cancels off diagonal terms that are introduced artificially in3
 .l z .
Observe that
d ¨ .yA s 1  /2¨
whereas
d ¨ .xA q A s .2 3  /2¨
This completes the proof of Corollary 6.1.
DEFINITION 6.1. Let X and Y be multisets of P which have cardinality
 . w xr as multisets . Let C X, Y denote the span of all pure wedgesr
z n ??? n zu ¨ u ¨1 1 r r
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 4  4such that the multisets u , . . . , u and ¨ , . . . , ¨ are X and Y, respec-1 r 1 r
w x w xtively. By Theorem 6.1, L preserves the space C X, Y . Let L X, Yr r r
w xdenote the restriction of L to C X, Y .r r
w xHozo's conjecture gives an indexing of the eigenvalues of L X, Y inr
terms of a set of combinatorial objects that depend on P, X, and Y. We
describe these objects next.
DEFINITION 6.2. A partition labelling F of P is an assignment of a triple
 .  .of partitions F ¨ s r , l , m to each vertex ¨ of P such that¨ ¨ ¨
 .   .  ..0 r is a partition of  d u y d u .¨ u) ¨ Y X
 . < <  .1 l is a partition of r y d ¨ .¨ ¨ X
 . < <  .2 m is a partition of l q d ¨ .¨ ¨ Y
 .For each vertex ¨ , define the multiplicity of F at ¨ , m F , as follows. Let¨
 4d , . . . , d be the set of covers of ¨ . Then1 t
m F s g r¨ ? g d ¨ .r¨ g m¨ . . X¨ m , . . . , m l , 1 l , d ¨ .d d ¨ ¨ Y1 t
 .Lastly, define the multiplicity of F, m F , to be
m F s m F . .  . ¨
¨
 .Next, define the eigen¨alue of F at ¨ , e F , to be¨
e F s c y c .  ¨ z z
zgm rr zgm rl¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .and define the eigen¨alue of F, e F , by
e F s e F . .  . ¨
¨
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let P be the tree
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Let X and Y be the multisets
 4X s 3, 6, 6, 6, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9
 4Y s 1, 2, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8 .
Below we see the same tree with each node ¨ labelled by the triple of
 .numbers A, B, C , where
A s d u y d u .  . . Y X
u)¨
B s A y d ¨ .X
C s B q d ¨ . .Y
Next we show a partition labelling F of the same tree P.
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The next diagram again shows the tree P but this time each node ¨ is
 .labelled by m F .¨
So the multiplicity of F is 2. Last, we see P again with each node ¨
 .labelled by e F .¨
So the eigenvalue of F is y1.
 .A few observations may help to clarify the definition of m F . Imagine¨
 .that ¨ and its covers are drawn below, each labelled by the triple F u .
< < t < <  .It is easy to see that r s  l . The first factor in m F is¨ is1 i ¨
g r¨ .l , . . . , l1 t
< < < <  .  .Next, note that m s r q d ¨ . The second factor in m F is¨ ¨ Y ¨
g m¨ . This factor is 1 if m is obtained from r by adding a horizontalr , d ¨ . ¨ ¨¨ Y
 .strip of size d ¨ . Otherwise it is 0.Y
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< < < <  .  . m¨d ¨ .Last, note that l s m y d ¨ . The third factor in m F is g ,¨ ¨ X ¨ 1 X
which is 1 if l is obtained from m by subtracting a vertical strip of size¨ ¨
 .d ¨ and is otherwise 0.X
We can now state Hozo's conjecture and prove it as a consequence of
Theorem 2.1.
 w x.CONJECTURE Hozo Ho . The multiplicity of e as an eigen¨alue of
w xL X,Y isr
m F . .
F
 .e F se
 X X. Proof. From the triple P, X , Y we will construct an X]Y tree T , X,
.Y in the following way. First, create T from P by expanding each vertex ¨
 .  .  .X Xto a path P ¨ of length d ¨ q d ¨ q 1. If u covers ¨ in P then inX Y
 .  .T the minimal element of P u covers the maximal element of P ¨ . For
 .  .Xeach ¨ , the maximal element of P ¨ will be inactive, the next d ¨ willX
 .  .  .Xbe in X and the minimal d ¨ will be in Y. We denote by I ¨ , X ¨ ,Y
 .  .  .  .and Y ¨ the maximal element of P ¨ , X l P ¨ , and Y l P ¨ , respec-
tively. Let a , b , a , b be the vertices defined as in Section 2 for¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .X ¨ , Y ¨ , respectively.
This construction is illustrated in the following example. First, we see P
together with X X and Y X. Then T with X and Y.
X  4Y s 1, 3, 3, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9
X  4X s 3, 4, 4, 9, 9, 10, 11, 11 .
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 4Y s 1b , 3c, 3d , 3e, 5b , 6b , 7b , 9d
 4X s 3b , 4b , 4c, 9b , 9c, 10b , 11b , 11c .
Note that for every vertex ¨ of P there is a corresponding left fusion
 .  .class of T , X, Y of size d ¨ and a corresponding right fusion class ofX
 .size d ¨ . We will denote these fusion classes by L and R , respectively.Y ¨ ¨
L is isomorphic to S and R is isomorphic to S .¨ d ¨ . ¨ d ¨ .X Y
 . w xDefine w : M T , X, Y ª C X, Y byr
1
w s s x g z n z n ??? n z , .  . x ,  gs . x x ,  gs . x x ,  gs . x1 1 2 2 r r< <G ggG
where G is L = ??? = L = R = ??? = R and x is the linear character of1 s 1 t
G obtained by tensoring the sign representation on each L with thei
trivial representation on each R .j
It is straightforward to check that w is an isomorphism between the
 . w xx-isotypic component of M T , X, Y and C X, Y . The G-invariant com-r
 . xplement to M T , X, Y equals the kernel of w. Comparing Definition 2.4
 .with Eq. 6.1 we see that
wL s lw .
w xSo, the spectrum of l on C X, Y is identical to the eigenvalues of L onr
 .the x-isotypic component of M T , X, Y .
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According to Theorem 2.1, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue e in
 . xM T , X, Y is
s t
f b . f a .i jlm f g g , 6.2 .  .i  f a . , 1 f  b . , r 5i j j 5
is1 js1f
 .e f se
< < < <where l denotes L and r denotes R . Given a fusion labelling f of T ,i i j j
there is a corresponding partition labelling F of P given by
F ¨ s f I ¨ , f a , f a . .  .  .  . . .¨ ¨
 .  .Note that b s I ¨ and b s a . So m F equals the corresponding¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .factor in 6.2 . Therefore the multiplicity of F equals the multiplicity of f.
 .  .It is easy to see that the eigenvalue e f equals the eigenvalue e F . This
completes the proof of Hozo's conjecture.
CONCLUSION
The results in this paper give a combinatorial indexing of the eigenval-
w xues of the Laplacian of Z P in the case in which P is a rooted tree. These
results can be applied to compute the nullspace of the Laplacian which
w x  w x. w xgives the homology of Z P see K, Sect. 2 . This was done by Kostant K
in the case in which P is a chain. His result shows that if P is a chain of
w xlength n, then the homology of Z P has dimension n! In fact, he shows
 w x.that the dimension of H Z P is equal to the number of permutations ind
S with exactly d inversions. One can hope that a similar result might holdn
for arbitrary rooted trees where the permutations from the chain case are
replaced by some other set of combinatorial objects associated with the
tree. Further work needs to be done on the application of the results of
w xthis paper to the actual homology of Z P .
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